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SUMMARY
Macropinocytosis, an evolutionarily conserved endocytic pathway, mediates nonselective bulk uptake of
extracellular fluid. It is the primary route for axenic Dictyostelium cells to obtain nutrients and has also
emerged as a nutrient-scavenging pathway for mammalian cells. How cells adjust macropinocytic activity
in various physiological or developmental contexts remains to be elucidated. We discovered that, inDictyos-
telium cells, the transcription factors Hbx5 and MybG form a functional complex in the nucleus to maintain
macropinocytic activity during the growth stage. In contrast, during starvation-inducedmulticellular develop-
ment, the transcription factor complex undergoes nucleocytoplasmic shuttling in response to oscillatory cy-
clic adenosine 30,50-monophosphate (cAMP) signals, which leads to increased cytoplasmic retention of the
complex and progressive downregulation of macropinocytosis. Therefore, by coupling macropinocytosis-
related gene expression to the cAMP oscillation system, which facilitates long-range cell-cell communica-
tion, the dynamic translocation of the Hbx5-MybG complex orchestrates a population-level adjustment of
macropinocytic activity to adapt to changing environmental conditions.
INTRODUCTION

Macropinocytosis is an evolutionarily conserved endocytic

pathway characterized by the nonselective internalization of

large volumes of extracellular fluid. This process involves local

remodeling of the actin cytoskeleton to form membrane protru-

sions, or ruffles, which subsequently close to generate micro-

meter-sized vesicles known as macropinosomes.1–3 Newly

formed macropinosomes traffic through the endolysosomal sys-

tem, where their contents are digested and extracted.4,5

Macropinocytosis is observed in a variety of cell types and

serves diverse functions.6,7 In the social amoeba Dictyostelium
D

discoideum, macropinocytosis facilitates the uptake of nutrients,

including amino acids (aa) and glucose, from the growth me-

dium.8 In mammals, it plays an important role in nutrient acquisi-

tion, immune surveillance, synaptic activity regulation, and cell

migration.9–11 Macropinocytosis is hijacked by pathogens,

such as viruses and bacteria, to invade cells12 and is exploited

by cancer cells to promote their growth and proliferation in the

nutrient-poor tumor microenvironment by scavenging extracel-

lular proteins and fatty acids.13–18

Macropinocytic activity is regulated by diverse environmental

factors. For example, extracellular calcium is required for consti-

tutive macropinocytosis in macrophages and dendritic cells.19
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Figure 1. Hbx5 regulates macropinocytosis in vegetative cells

(A and B) Confocal images (A) and quantification (B) of TD uptake in WT cells expressing GFP and hbx5� cells expressing GFP, GFP-Hbx5, or Hbx5-GFP (n = 30

for all cell lines).

(legend continued on next page)
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Growth factors, chemokines, and microbial products stimulate

macropinocytosis in distinct cell types.7,20 The depletion of

glutamine has been shown to enhance macropinocytosis in

pancreatic tumor cells,21,22 whereas the presence of certain

essential aa inhibits macropinocytosis in macrophages.23 How-

ever, the mechanism whereby cells adjust macropinocytic activ-

ity in response to environmental changes under different physio-

logical or developmental contexts remains largely unknown.

The laboratory strains of Dictyostelium, which contain genetic

mutations that allow axenic growth,24 provide a valuable model

for studying macropinocytosis regulation. In nutrient-rich media,

the cells grow as individual amoeba and perform macropinocy-

tosis at a high rate for nutrient acquisition.8 In contrast, upon

starvation, up to 105–106 cells interact and aggregate to form

multicellular structures. The early stage of this developmental

program (approximately 8–12 h) is under the guidance of oscilla-

tory signals of cyclic adenosine 30,50-monophosphate (cAMP).

Through coordinated actions of the enzymes that generate and

degrade cAMP and the G protein-coupled cAMP receptors, pe-

riodic signals are generated, sensed, and relayed throughout the

cell population, resulting in propagating waves of cAMP signals,

which drive collective cell migration.25–27 Intriguingly, macropi-

nocytosis is progressively downregulated during this transition

from growth to development.28–30 Although this adaptive cellular

behavior has been known for a long time, the underlying mech-

anism has not been elucidated.

In this study, we identified two transcription factors (TFs),

Hbx5 andMybG, which are responsible for maintaining the mac-

ropinocytic activity of cell during the growth stage and downre-

gulating it during multicellular development in response to oscil-

latory cAMP signals. This mechanism enables a large group of

cells to synchronously adjust macropinocytic activity for adapta-

tion to changing environmental conditions.
RESULTS

Hbx5 regulates macropinocytosis in vegetative cells
Using a previously described restriction enzyme-mediated inser-

tion (REMI)-based genetic screen approach,31 we identified

Hbx5, a putative homeobox TF, as a regulator of macropinocyto-

sis. For cells cultured in HL5 growth medium, insertion in the

hbx5 genomic locus impaired the uptake of macropinocytic

pathway-specific tracers: 70 kDa tetramethylrhodamine isothio-
(C) Flow-cytometry analysis of TD uptake.

(D) Cell growth measured by generation time.

(E) Quantification of the number of ruffles formed per cell per minute (n = 33 for

(F) Quantification of macropinosome size (n = 92 for WT and 66 for hbx5�).
(G) Quantification of the number of macropinosomes formed per cell per minute

(H) Time-lapse imaging of PHcrac-GFP in WT and hbx5� cells.

(I) Schematic of full-length Hbx5 (1–1,723 aa) and truncation constructs. DBD, D

(J and K) Confocal images (J) and quantification (K) of TD uptake in WT cells e

(n = 30 for all cell lines).

The scatterplots in (B) and (K) show data points with mean and SD; data were

represents the number of cells analyzed. The plot in (C) was from one representati

points withmean and SEM; data are from three independent experiments. The sca

three independent experiments; n represents the number of cells (E andG) or even

posttest in (B), (D), and (K) and by two-tailed unpaired t test in (E)–(G).

Scale bars: 5 mm in (A), (H), and (J). AUs, arbitrary units in (B) and (K).
cyanate (TRITC)-dextran (TD) and fluorescein isothiocyanate

(FITC)-dextran (FD) (Figure S1A).

To confirm this phenotype, we generated hbx5 knockout

(hbx5�) cells (Figures S1B–S1E), which exhibited defects inmac-

ropinocytosis similar to the REMI mutant. Substantially fewer

and less bright TD-containing vesicles were observed in hbx5�

compared with wild-type (WT) cells (Figures 1A and 1B). Quanti-

fication by flow cytometry and fluorimetric analyses also re-

vealed a marked reduction in the macropinocytic activity of

hbx5� cells (Figures 1C and S1F). Consistent with earlier studies

demonstrating a critical role of macropinocytosis for axenic

growth,8,24 the generation time increased from �10 h for WT to

�28 h for hbx5� cells (Figure 1D). The reduced rate of macropi-

nocytosis and growth in hbx5� cells could be fully rescued by

expression of GFP-tagged Hbx5, which localized primarily in

the nucleus (Figures 1A–1D and S1F).

Macropinosome formation and maturation depend on coordi-

nated actions of actin regulators, phosphoinositides, and small

GTPases.2–4 Plasma membrane ruffles driven by actin polymer-

ization initially evolve into cup-shaped structures, which are

organized around patches of PIP3 and active Ras.32 PIP3 is

sequentially dephosphorylated to PI(3,4)P2 and PI(3)P to facili-

tate cup closure and macropinosome maturation.33,34 At around

the same time, Rab5 is recruited to the macropinosomal mem-

brane, followed by conversion to Rab7.34 We expressed GFP-

or RFP-fused sensors for newly polymerized actin (LimEDcoil),

active Ras (Ras-binding domain [RBD]), PIP3/PI(3,4)P2 (PHcrac),

PI(3,4)P2 (TAPP1), and PI(3)P (23FYVE), as well as Rab5 and

Rab7, in WT and hbx5� cells, and observed their distribution

by live-cell imaging. The sensors exhibited similar localization

in the two cell lines, suggesting that the overall organization of

the macropinocytic pathway was unaffected by hbx5 deletion

(Figures S3A–S3C). However, membrane ruffles were formed

with a lower frequency in hbx5� cells, leading to a significant

decrease in the rate of macropinosome formation (Figures 1E–

1H; Video S1). We confirmed that the decrease in macropino-

cytic uptake was not due to a malfunction in cargo processing

along themacropinocytic pathway (Figures S1G and S1H). Addi-

tionally, the deletion of hbx5 did not noticeably alter phagocy-

tosis (Figures S1I and S1J) or cause general defects in actin poly-

merization (Figures S1K–S1M). Thus, it appears that Hbx5 plays

a specific role in regulating themacropinocytic activity of the cell.

Hbx5 contains a predicted homeobox near the C terminus,

which is the characteristic DNA-binding domain (DBD) for
WT and 35 for hbx5�).

(n = 30 for WT and 30 for hbx5�).

NA-binding domain; NES, nuclear export signal.

xpressing GFP and hbx5� cells expressing GFP or different Hbx5 constructs

from one representative experiment out of three independent experiments; n

ve experiment out of three independent experiments. The plot in (D) shows data

tterplots in (E)–(G) showdata points withmeans and SD; data were from at least

ts (F) quantified. Significancewas determined by one-way ANOVAwith Dunnett
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Figure 2. Hbx5 interacts with MybG, which regulates macropinocytosis in vegetative cells

(A) Co-immunoprecipitation (co-IP) of MybG-RFP with NLS-GFP, NLS-Hbx5N3-GFP, or NLS-Hbx5N2-GFP. IP was performed with GFP-trap and samples were

probed with GFP or RFP antibody.

(B) Top: schematic of MybG; DBD, DNA-binding domain. Bottom: confocal images of TD uptake in WT cells expressing GFP andmybG� cells expressing GFP,

MybG-GFP, or GFP-MybG.

(C) Quantification of TD uptake (n = 30 for all cell lines).

(D) Flow-cytometry analysis of TD uptake.

(E) Cell growth measured by generation time.

(F) Time-lapse imaging of PHcrac-GFP in WT and mybG� cells.

(G) Quantification of the number of ruffles formed per cell per minute (n = 29 for WT and 20 for mybG�).

(legend continued on next page)
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homeobox TFs (Figure 1I). To our surprise, the expression of

Hbx5 deleted of the homeobox (Hbx5DDBD) fully complemented

the macropinocytosis defect caused by hbx5 deletion

(Figures 1I–1K). We generated a series of additional truncation

constructs (Figure 1I). Hbx5 truncations removing up to 665 aa

from the C terminus (Hbx5N2, aa 1–1,058) or 601 aa from the N

terminus (Hbx5C1, aa 602–1,723) were still able to rescue the

macropinocytosis defect in hbx5� cells, but further truncation

(Hbx5N3, aa 1–537; Hbx5C2, aa 1,070–1,723) abolished this abil-

ity (Figures 1I–1K). Consistently, a fragment covering the middle

761 aa of Hbx5 (Hbx5M, aa 454–1,214) restored macropinocyto-

sis in hbx5� cells to near the WT level (Figures 1I and 1K). There-

fore, the central region of Hbx5 is required to maintain the effi-

ciency of macropinocytosis in vegetative cells.

Hbx5 associates with MybG to regulate
macropinocytosis
Although the classic DBD of Hbx5 is not required, its nuclear

localization is still needed for the regulation of macropinocytosis.

The addition of an exogenous nuclear export signal (Hbx5N2-

NES)—which kept Hbx5N2 outside of the nucleus—abolished

the ability to rescue hbx5� cells (Figures 1I–1K). Thus, we spec-

ulated that Hbx5 may associate or cooperate with other regula-

tory elements in the nucleus for transcriptional regulation of

macropinocytosis.

We immunoprecipitated Hbx5N2-GFP—a truncation that

restored macropinocytosis in hbx5� cells—from cell lysates

and performed mass spectrometry analysis for binding partners

(Figure S2A). Hbx5N3-GFP—a truncation that failed to rescue

hbx5� cells—and GFP were included as controls. A nuclear-

localization signal (NLS) was fused to all three proteins to in-

crease nuclear accumulation. This experiment revealed that a

putative MYB family TF, MybG, was uniquely enriched in the im-

munocapture of NLS-Hbx5N2-GFP, but not of NLS-Hbx5N3-GFP

or NLS-GFP (Figure S2B). Co-immunoprecipitation (co-IP) ex-

periments verified the interaction between MybG and Hbx5N2

(Figure 2A).

We generated knockout cells to examine whether MybG is

involved in the regulation of macropinocytosis (Figures S2C–

S2F). Similar to the deletion of hbx5, deletion of mybG (mybG�)
strongly impaired the cells’ ability to ingest 70 kDa dextran and

grow in liquid medium (Figures 2B–2E). These defects were fully

rescued by the expression of GFP-tagged MybG, which local-

ized mainly in the nucleus (Figures 2B–2E and S2G). The macro-

pinocytosis defect in mybG� cells was also attributed to a

reduced rate of ruffle formation (Figures 2F–2I; Video S2), but

not aberrant localization of membrane and cytoskeleton regula-

tors (Figure S3) or malfunctions in cargo processing along the

macropinocytic pathway (Figures S2H and S2I). Additionally,
(H) Quantification of macropinosome size (n = 93 for WT and 61 for mybG�).
(I) Quantification of the number of macropinosomes formed per cell per minute (

(J and K) Confocal images (J) and quantification (K) of TD uptake in mybG� cells

The scatterplots in (C) and (K) show data points with means and SD; data are

represents the number of cells analyzed. The plot in (D) was from one representati

points with means and SEM; data are from three independent experiments. The s

three independent experiments; n represents the number of cells (G and I) or event

posttest in (C) and (E) and by two-tailed unpaired t test in (G)–(I) and (K).

Scale bars: 5 mm in (B), (F), and (J). AUs, arbitrary units in (C) and (K).
the deletion of mybG did not affect phagocytosis (Figures S2J

and S2K) or cause general defects in actin polymerization

(Figures S2L–S2N). However, unlike Hbx5, the DBD in MybG is

required for its function. Removal of the conserved MYB domain

(MybGDDBD) did not block the localization of protein in the nu-

cleus but disrupted the ability to rescue mybG� (Figures 2J

and 2K).

Using different truncations of MybG and Hbx5, we performed

additional co-IP experiments and activity assays to examine the

functional significance of their interaction. Removal of up to 127

aa from the C terminus of MybG (MybGN2, aa 1–296) minimally

affected the ability to rescue the macropinocytosis defect of

mybG� cells (Figures 3A–3C) or co-immunoprecipitate with

Hbx5 (Figure 3D), whereas further truncation (MybGN3, aa 1–

207) impaired mybG� rescue (Figures 3A–3C) and interaction

with Hbx5 (Figure 3D). Removal of the N-terminal 91 aa of

MybG (MybGC1, aa 92–423) resulted in a construct that lost the

ability to complement mybG�, likely due to the deletion of the

MYB domain, but maintained an interaction with Hbx5

(Figures 3A–3D). Interestingly, MybGC1 acted as a dominant

negative mutant, inhibiting macropinocytosis when overex-

pressed in WT cells (Figures 3E and 3F). Thus, it appears that

MybG requires not only the DBD, but also the ability to interact

with Hbx5, to regulate macropinocytosis. Similarly, for trunca-

tions of Hbx5, those that exhibited robust binding to MybG

(Hbx5N2, Hbx5C1, and Hbx5M) complemented hbx5�, whereas

those that failed to interact (Hbx5N3 and Hbx5C2) were unable

to complement (Figures 1I–1K and 3G). These results imply

that Hbx5 and MybG function as a protein complex to regulate

the macropinocytic activity of vegetative cells.

Hbx5 and MybG co-regulate macropinocytosis-
related genes
A comprehensive annotation of macropinocytosis-associated

genes is not yet available. To investigate whether Hbx5 and

MybG control gene expression related to macropinocytosis,

we performed whole transcriptome RNA sequencing (RNA-

seq) analysis of WT, hbx5�, and mybG� cells grown in HL5.

Compared with WT cells, 1,008 genes were differentially ex-

pressed in hbx5� cells (Figures 4A and S4A), including 577 upre-

gulated and 431 downregulated genes. Interestingly, 803

(79.7%) of these genes were also differentially expressed in

mybG� cells (Figure 4A). Consistent with the comparable defects

in hbx5� and mybG� cells (Figures 1A–1H and 2B–2I) and com-

plex formation (Figures 2A, 3D, and 3G), Hbx5 and MybGmodu-

lated the vast majority of these genes (768 of 803, 95.6%) in the

same direction (Figure S4B).

To pinpoint genes that are directly regulated by the TF com-

plex, we conducted chromatin immunoprecipitation sequencing
n = 27 for WT and 25 for mybG�).
expressing MybG-GFP or MybGDDBD-GFP (n = 30 for both cell lines).

from one representative experiment out of three independent experiments; n

ve experiment out of three independent experiments. The plot in (E) shows data

catterplots in (G)–(I) show data points with mean and SD; data are from at least

s (H) quantified. Significance was determined by one-way ANOVAwith Dunnett
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Figure 3. Hbx5 and MybG form a complex to regulate macropinocytosis

(A) Schematic of full-length MybG and truncation constructs.

(B and C) Confocal images (B) and quantification (C) of TD uptake in mybG� cells expressing GFP, MybG-GFP, or GFP-fused MybG truncations (n = 30 for all

cell lines).

(D) Co-IP of GFP-Hbx5N2 with RFP-fused MybG or MybG truncations. IP was performed with RFP-trap, and samples were probed with GFP or RFP antibody.

(E and F) Confocal images (E) and quantification (F) of TD uptake in WT cells expressing GFP, MybG-GFP, or MybGC1-GFP (n = 30 for all cell lines).

(G) Co-IP of MybG-RFP with GFP-fused Hbx5 or Hbx5 truncations. IP was performed with GFP-trap and samples were probed with GFP or RFP antibody.

The scatterplots in (C) and (F) show data points with mean and SD; data are from one representative experiment out of three independent experiments; n

represents the number of cells analyzed. Significance was determined by one-way ANOVA with Dunnett posttest.

Scale bars: 5 mm in (B) and (E). AUs, arbitrary units in (C) and (F).
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Figure 4. Hbx5 and MybG co-regulate mac-

ropinocytosis-related genes

(A) Venn diagram showing the relationships of

genes that are directly targeted byMybG and those

that are differentially expressed in hbx5� and

mybG�. MybG-targeted genes were identified by

ChIP-seq analysis of cells expressing MybG-GFP

versus those expressing GFP alone. Differentially

expressed genes (DEGs) were identified by RNA-

seq analysis.

(B) Heatmap showing relative transcript levels of

the 19 genes selected for phenotypic analyses.

Colors representZ scores generated from theRNA-

seq data.

(C and D) Confocal images and quantification of TD

uptake in WT, phaps�, hgsA�/B�, pldY�, and

rasW�/V�/X�/Y� cells (n R 30 for all cell lines).

(E and F) Quantification of the rate of macro-

pinosome formation (E) and the rate of ruffle for-

mation (F) in the indicated cell lines (n R 40 for all

cell lines).

(G and H) Confocal images and quantification of TD

uptake in WT cells expressing GFP or GFP-DydA

(n R 75 for both cell lines).

(I and J) Quantification of the rate of macro-

pinosome formation (I) and the rate of ruffle for-

mation (J) in WT cells expressing RFP or RFP-DydA

(n R 50 for both cell lines).

All scatterplots show data points with mean and

SD. Data are from three independent experiments;

n represents the number of cells analyzed. Signifi-

cance was determined by one-way ANOVA with

Dunnett posttest in (D)–(F) and by two-tailed un-

paired t test in (H)–(J).

Scale bars: 5 mm in (C) and (G). AUs, arbitrary units

in (D)–(F) and (H)–(J).
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(ChIP-seq) analysis using cells expressing either GFP-tagged

MybG or GFP alone. MybG-specific binding peaks were identi-

fied in the regulatory regions upstream of the translation start

sites of 2,383 genes (Figure 4A). Among the 803 genes

commonly affected by deletion of hbx5 and mybG, 281

(35.0%) were found to be directly targeted by MybG and were

considered the core set of genes regulated by the complex (Fig-

ure 4A; Table S1). We subjected these 281 genes to Gene

Ontology (GO) analysis and constructed an association network

of enriched GO terms related to cellular components. Interest-

ingly, GO terms associated with macropinocytic, phagocytic,

plasma membrane, and cortical cytoskeleton structures, which

are macropinocytosis-relevant components, were among the

enriched GO terms (Figure S4C).

We selected 19 of the 281 genes for phenotypic analyses. Of

these, 17 genes were possibly involved in promotingmacropino-
Dev
cytosis, as their expression levels were

downregulated in both knockout cells,

whereas 2 genes may act as negative reg-

ulators of the process because their

expression levels were upregulated in the

knockout cells (Figure 4B). RT-qPCR anal-

ysis was performed to confirm the differ-

ential expression profile of these genes

(Figures S4D and S4E). Furthermore,
Hbx5M and MybGN2, the shortest truncations capable of com-

plex formation and macropinocytosis rescue, were found to

completely or partially restore the expression of the majority of

these genes when expressed in the respective knockout cell

lines (Figures S4D and S4E). The selected genes were either dis-

rupted or overexpressed in WT cells (Table S2), and the effects

onmacropinocytosis were examined. To overcome redundancy,

for genes with closely related homologs or those located in a

genomic region containing homologous genes, the disruption

also included the homologous genes (Figure S4F; Table S2).

We found that cells in which hgsA/B (HMG-coenzyme A [CoA]

synthase), phaps (a putative substrate of protein kinase B),

pldY (a putative phospholipase), or rasW/V/X/Y (Ras family small

GTPases) were deleted exhibited significantly reduced macropi-

nocytosis (Figures 4C–4E). Cells overexpressing dydA (a puta-

tive Ras effector), which localized to macropinocytic cups, also
elopmental Cell 59, 1–16, March 11, 2024 7
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exhibited impaired macropinocytosis (Figures 4G–4I). The dele-

tion of phaps or pldY, as well as the overexpression of dydA,

also impacted the frequency of membrane ruffle formation

(Figures 4F and 4J). Though further analysis is needed to reveal

gene function, these results corroborate the proposed role of

Hbx5 and MybG in regulating the expression of macropinocyto-

sis-related genes.

Hbx5 undergoes dynamic changes in localization during
early development
Macropinocytosis is downregulated during the transition from

growth to multicellular development.28–30 To investigate the po-

tential role of Hbx5 and MybG in the downregulation of macropi-

nocytosis, in addition to their function in the growth stage, we

examined the localization of Hbx5 at different times before and

after starvation.

Before starvation, Hbx5-GFP expressed in WT cells localized

mainly in the nucleus (Figure S5A; Video S3). This nuclear local-

ization was significantly reduced in cells that chemotactically

aggregated to form cell streams, a developmental stage that

usually occurs 5–8 h after starvation (Figure S5B; Video S4).

RFP-tagged histone H2B was used as a nuclear marker in these

experiments. As only nuclear-localized Hbx5 can promote mac-

ropinocytosis, this observation suggests that the developmental

program may downregulate macropinocytosis over time by

reducing the nuclear presence of Hbx5.

Interestingly, during the transition from persistent nuclear

localization to cytoplasmic localization, Hbx5 underwent oscilla-

tory nucleocytoplasmic shuttling. This behavior was initially spo-

radic (Figures S6A and S6B) but became highly synchronized

5–6 h after the onset of development (Figure S6C; Video S5).

Hbx5 expressed from the endogenous locus (Hbx5-GFPKI) or

the shortest truncation (Hbx5M-GFP) that complemented

hbx5� cells exhibited similar shuttling behavior (Figures 5A and

S6F; Videos S6 and S7).

Several lines of evidence indicate that the shuttling is driven by

periodic cAMP signals. First, population-level cAMP oscillation

with a period of approximately 6 min is known to occur at this

time of development. The period of Hbx5 shuttling was 5.95 ±

0.70 min, similar to that of cAMP oscillation (Figures 5A–5C and

S6C–S6H). Second, propagating waves of cAMP have been

shown to induce synchronized bursts of cell motility.35,36 Taking
Figure 5. cAMP oscillation drives nucleocytoplasmic shuttling of Hbx5

(A) Time-lapse images of WT cells expressing Hbx5 tagged with GFP at the gen

(B) Plot of changes in the nuclear Hbx5-GFPKI/H2B-RFP fluorescence intensit

representative experiment out of at least three independent experiments.

(C and D) Temporal autocorrelation plots.

(E–H) Time-lapse imaging of Hbx5M-GFP translocation inWT (E), car1�3� (F), and

WT cells was reversed (G) upon the removal of the stimulus (�cAMP).

(I) Quantification of the changes in the nuclear Hbx5M-GFP/H2B-RFP fluorescenc

mean + SD; n = 10 (n represents the number of cells analyzed).

(J) Cells in suspension were stimulated with pulses of cAMP at 6-min intervals a

percentage of cells with nuclear signal of Hbx5M-GFP at each time point. Data a

(K) Western blot of samples collected at the indicated time points upon cAMP sti

were probed with GFP antibody.

(L) Western blot of samples collected before or after cAMP stimulation in the pres

GFP antibody or phospho-threonine/tyrosine antibody (T/YP).

(M) Pulses of cAMP applied at 6-min intervals (indicated by the arrows) induce

phorylation of ErkB. Samples were probed with GFP antibody or phospho-Erk a

Scale bars: 10 mm in (A) and 5 mm in (E)–(H). AUs, arbitrary units in (B) and (I).
cell speedas aproxy for the cAMPwavephase,Hbx5 likely trans-

located from the nucleus to the cytoplasm and back to the nu-

cleus in the rising and falling phases of the cAMP wave, respec-

tively (Figures 5B–5D). Consistently, simultaneous imaging of

cells expressing Hbx5-GFP or Flamindo2, a cytosolic cAMP indi-

cator,37 revealed that thedecrease inFlamindo2 signal, signifying

an increase in cytosolic cAMP levels, was accompanied by the

translocation of Hbx5 from the nucleus to the cytoplasm

(Figures S7A and S7B). Third, using isolated cells expressing

Hbx5M-GFP, we confirmed that Hbx5 moved out of the nucleus

when exposed to a uniform stimulation of cAMP in a receptor-

dependentmanner and re-entered the nucleuswhen the stimulus

was removed (Figures 5E–5G and 5I). Lastly, robust shuttling of

Hbx5 could be captured in cell suspensions when pulses of

cAMP were applied at 6-min intervals (Figure 5J). In this condi-

tion, each addition of cAMPwould trigger an amplified response,

leading to an increase in cAMP levels lasting for 1–2min, followed

by a return to the basal level before the next pulse.

We previously showed that phosphorylation by the atypical

mitogen-activated protein (MAP) kinase ErkB triggers the nu-

clear-to-cytoplasmic translocation of GtaC, a GATA family TF

that exhibits shuttling behavior similar to Hbx5.36,38 Consistent

with possible regulation by phosphorylation, the cAMP-induced

translocation of Hbx5M-GFP coincided with a shift in its electro-

phoretic mobility, which required receptor occupancy (Figure 5K).

The slower migrating species could be recognized by a phospho-

specific antibody, and the shift was reversed by treatment with

l-protein phosphatase (Figure 5L). In addition, the cAMP-induced

translocation and mobility shift were blocked by deletion of erkB

(Figures 5H, 5I, and5K).Given thatErkB is necessary for thedevel-

opment of responsiveness to cAMP,39 we verified its role in Hbx5

translocation using folic acid as the stimuli (Figures S7C–S7E).

Furthermore, pulses of cAMP applied at 6-min intervals, which

caused periodic activation of ErkB, resulted in periodic changes

in the phosphorylation state of Hbx5M (Figure 5M).

The period of cAMP oscillation progressively shortens to

approximately 2–4 min as cells form aggregation streams and

loose mounds.35 We found that, when pulses of cAMP were

applied to cells at 3-min, rather than 6-min intervals, Hbx5M-

GFP failed to repeatedly translocate between the nucleus and

cytoplasm and was eventually retained mainly in the cytoplasm

(Figures S7F and S7G). Taken together, these results
during early development

omic locus (Hbx5-GFPKI) and H2B-RFP during early development.

y ratio and averaged cell motility over a 30-min period. Data are from one

erkB� (H) upon cAMP stimulation (+cAMP). The cAMP-induced translocation in

e intensity ratio over time. Data are from at least three stimulation experiments;

nd fixed at the indicated time points in a stimulation cycle. The plot shows the

re from three independent experiments; mean + SEM.

mulation. Hbx5M-GFP was expressed in WT, car1�3�, or erkB� cells. Samples

ence or absence of l-protein phosphatase (l-PP). Samples were probed with

d periodic changes in the electrophoretic mobility of Hbx5M-GFP and phos-

ntibody (ErkP).
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demonstrate that the localization of Hbx5 is actively and dynam-

ically regulated during development. The periodic cAMP signals

not only drive the initial synchronized shuttling of Hbx5 but also

likely induce its cytoplasmic retention in the later stages of

aggregation.

MybG undergoes changes in localization in an Hbx5-
dependent manner
Next, we examined the localization of MybG. In vegetative cells

and cells that had entered the streaming stage of development

(Figures S8A and S8B), a significant fraction of MybG-GFP was

found in the nucleus. Thus, at first glance, the localization of

MybG appeared to exhibit minimal changes during growth or

development. However, imaging MybG-GFPKI cells that devel-

oped for 4–5 h and quantifying the nuclear accumulation of

MybG revealed an oscillatory pattern similar to that of Hbx5

(Figures 6Aand 6B; VideoS8). Although in every cycle only anesti-

mated 30% of MybG-GFPKI underwent nuclear-to-cytoplasmic

translocation, this correlatedeach timewithan increase inaverage

cellmotility, implying that the translocation occurredduring the ris-

ing phase of the cAMPwave (Figures 6B–6D). The period ofMybG

shuttling was 6.04 ± 0.57min, similar to that of Hbx5 shuttling and

cAMP oscillation. By directly applying cAMP stimulation, we

confirmed the translocation behavior ofMybG (Figures 6I and 6K).

Notably, the shuttling of MybG strictly depended on Hbx5. In

hbx5� cells, the nuclear accumulation of MybG-GFPKI exhibited

no apparent periodicity, even in a cell population that was clearly

experiencing cAMP waves by displaying rhythmic changes in

cell motility (Figures 6E–6H; Video S9). Furthermore, the addition

of uniform stimulation of cAMP failed to induce the nuclear-to-

cytoplasmic translocation of MybG-GFPKI in hbx5� cells

(Figures 6J and 6K). These results indicate that at least a fraction

of MybG experiences dynamic localization changes during

development by forming a complex with Hbx5. Consistently,

we found that the expression of Hbx5N2-NES-GFP greatly

reduced the nuclear localization of MybG-RFP, but not of

MybGN3-RFP, which lacked the ability to interact with Hbx5

(Figures S8C–S8E). Likewise, the expression of MybG-NES-

RFP, which exhibited reduced nuclear accumulation, decreased

the nuclear localization of Hbx5-GFP (Figures S8F and S8G).

cAMP oscillation and TF shuttling modulate the
downregulation of macropinocytosis during
development
The observed localization changes in Hbx5 and MybG during

development indicate a possible link between macropinocytosis
Figure 6. MybG undergoes nucleocytoplasmic shuttling in an Hbx5-de
(A) Time-lapse images of WT cells expressing MybG tagged with GFP at the gen

(B) Plot of the changes in the nuclearMybG-GFPKI/H2B-RFP fluorescence intensit

one representative experiment out of at least three independent experiments.

(C and D) Temporal autocorrelation plots.

(E) Time-lapse images of hbx5� cells expressing MybG-GFPKI and H2B-RFP du

(F) Plot of the changes in the nuclear MybG-GFPKI/H2B-RFP fluorescence intens

from one representative experiment out of at least three independent experimen

(G and H) Temporal autocorrelation plots.

(I and J) Time-lapse images show changes in the localization of MybG-GFPKI in

(K) Quantification of the changes in the nuclearMybG-GFPKI/H2B-RFP fluorescen

mean + SD; n = 10 for both cell lines (n represents the number of cells analyzed)

Scale bars: 10 mm in (A) and (E) and 5 mm in (I) and (J). AUs, arbitrary units in (B)
downregulation and cAMP-induced TF shuttling. We hypothe-

sized that, with the occurrence and progressive acceleration of

cAMP oscillations, the TF complex will be expelled repeatedly

from the nucleus and retained in the cytoplasm for prolonged pe-

riods of time, leading to a progressive downregulation of macro-

pinocytic activity. We conducted the following experiments to

further test the hypothesis.

First, we examined the effect of disrupting Hbx5 shuttling on

macropinocytosis downregulation. To this end, we fused tan-

dem NLSs (23NLS) to Hbx5 (Figure 7A). Although the inserted

sequence did not block the cAMP-induced nuclear-to-cyto-

plasmic translocation of Hbx5, it impeded the process, causing

Hbx5 to remain in the nucleus for an extended period

(Figures 7B and 7C). We compared the change in macropino-

cytic activity in cells expressing either Hbx5-GFP or 23NLS-

Hbx5-GFP following starvation. Macropinocytic activity in cells

expressing Hbx5-GFP was decreased after 6 h and almost abol-

ished after 10 h of development (Figures 7D–7F). However, the

process was delayed in cells expressing 23NLS-Hbx5-GFP

(Figures 7D–7F), indicating that compromised Hbx5 shuttling in-

terferes with the downregulation of macropinocytosis.

Next, we investigated how variation in the frequency of cAMP

oscillation affects the downregulation of macropinocytosis. To

remove the interference of spontaneously generated cAMP, we

utilized crac� cells, which do not produce cAMPbut can respond

to externally applied cAMP pulses.40 The shuttling of Hbx5 in

crac� cells appeared to be synchronized with cAMP oscillation,

which normally occurs during early development, similar to shut-

tling in WT cells. Specifically, cAMP pulses of 6-min intervals

induced repeated translocation of Hbx5, which effectively

excluded it from the nucleus for a significant period of time in

each stimulation cycle (Figures 7G and S9). With lower-fre-

quency pulses (12- and 24-min intervals), Hbx5 responded by

exiting the nucleus for an equivalent amount of time but returned

and remained in the nucleus for the rest of the stimulation cycle

(Figures 7G and S9A). Thus, higher-frequency cAMP oscillations

were expected to shorten the duration of Hbx5 in the nucleus

(Figure 7H), which would then expedite the process of macropi-

nocytosis downregulation. In line with the prediction, cells with

the same developmental age that were stimulated with cAMP

pulses of 6-min intervals exhibited an accelerated downregula-

tion of macropinocytosis compared with those stimulated with

less frequent pulses (Figures 7I–7K). Higher-frequency cAMP

pulses were also found to cause a greater reduction in the

expression of several macropinocytosis-promoting genes regu-

lated by the Hbx5-MybG complex (Figure 7L). On the other hand,
pendent manner
omic locus (MybG-GFPKI) and H2B-RFP during early development.

y ratio inWT cells and averaged cell motility over a 30-min period. Data are from

ring early development.

ity ratio in hbx5� cells and averaged cell motility over a 30-min period. Data are

ts.

WT (I) or hbx5� (J) cells upon a uniform stimulation of cAMP.

ce intensity ratio over time. Data are from at least three stimulation experiments;

.

, (F), and (K).
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Figure 7. Hbx5 shuttling is linked to macropinocytosis downregulation during development

(A) Schematic of 23NLS-Hbx5-GFP. NLS, nuclear localization signal.

(B) Time-lapse imaging of the translocation of Hbx5-GFP and 23NLS-Hbx5-GFP upon cAMP stimulation.

(legend continued on next page)
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gp80, which is recognized as the target of GtaC, another shut-

tling TF,36 exhibited an opposite pattern (Figure 7L). Collectively,

these experiments suggest that the developmental regulation of

macropinocytosis is achieved by modulating the nuclear locali-

zation of the Hbx5-MybG TF complex via self-organized cAMP

oscillations.

DISCUSSION

Macropinocytosis in Dictyostelium cells is known to be influ-

enced by nutrient abundance and developmental state. The cells

exhibit a high rate of macropinocytosis during growth but down-

regulate it during starvation-induced multicellular development.

Although this adaptive cellular behavior was first recognized 40

years ago,30 the underlying mechanism remains elusive. The

data presented in this study support a working model in which

cAMP oscillation-dependent relocalization of a pair of TFs drives

the adaptive change in macropinocytic activity (Figure S10).

Hbx5 and MybG form a functional complex in the nucleus to

regulate a cohort of genes for maintaining the macropinocytic

activity of vegetative cells. During starvation-induced develop-

ment, the emerging cAMP oscillations repeatedly expel Hbx5

and the associatedMybG from the nucleus, leading to a progres-

sive downregulation of macropinocytosis. As cAMP oscillations

accelerate during the later stages of aggregation, the TF com-

plex is mainly confined to the cytoplasm, effectively switching

off macropinocytosis (Figure S10).

The cAMP relay system that produces rhythmic cAMP sig-

nals is not only a fascinating example of biological oscillation,

but also acts as a mediator of long-range cell-cell communica-

tion. Research has shown that cAMP signals that are periodi-

cally generated and propagated regulate the collective

migration of a large population of cells by serving as chemoat-

tractant gradients and differentiation signals.25–27 In this study,

we demonstrated that oscillatory cAMP signals also contribute

to the repression of macropinocytic activity. Due to the cAMP-

driven translocation of the Hbx5-MybG complex, the degree of

macropinocytosis downregulation positively correlates with the

number of cAMP pulses the cells encounter during develop-

ment, rather than their developmental age. Thus, by linking

the expression of macropinocytosis-associated genes to the

cAMP relay system, the regulation of macropinocytic activity

can be synchronized in a large cell population over an

expanded territory.
(C) Quantification of the changes in the nuclear GFP/RFP fluorescence intensity ra

n = 10 (n represents the number of cells analyzed).

(D–F) Confocal images (D) and quantification (E and F) of TD uptake in the indicat

with means and SD from one representative experiment; n R 70 for all condition

macropinocytic activity; means and SD; n = 3 (n represents the number of exper

(G) crac� cells expressing Hbx5-GFP were developed in suspension with cAMP

points before (time 0) or after the addition of cAMP pulses (arrows), fixed, and im

(H) Schematic depiction of the presumptive localization of Hbx5 (green) in crac�

(I–K) Confocal images (I) and quantification (J and K) of TD uptake in crac� cells gro

at different intervals. The plot in (J) shows data points with means and SD from on

of cells analyzed). The plot in (K) shows normalized macropinocytic activity; mea

(L) Relative normalized expression of gp80, phaps, hgsA, and pldY in crac� cells

Data represent mean + SEM; n = 3 (n represents the number of experiments ana

Significance was determined by two-tailed unpaired t test in (E) and (F) and one-w

units in (E), (F), (J). and (K).
As macropinocytic cups and pseudopods compete for

signaling and cytoskeletal machinery,32,41 downregulating mac-

ropinocytosis during development could facilitate the acquisition

of chemotactic ability, which is crucial for the successful forma-

tion of cell-aggregation structures. Interestingly, we showed pre-

viously that the gain of chemotactic activity is under the tran-

scriptional regulation of another shuttling TF. GtaC, a GATA

family TF, decodes oscillatory cAMP signals and induces collec-

tivemigration through dynamic nucleocytoplasmic shuttling.36,42

Furthermore, we found that the shuttling of both GtaC and Hbx5

is directed by repeated cycles of phosphorylation and dephos-

phorylation, mediated in part by the ErkB kinase, a core compo-

nent of the cAMP relay system.26,36,38 Sharing similar regulatory

mechanisms may allow the two transcriptional programs to co-

ordinate activities, potentially leading to an integrated change

in cell behavior and function. It is yet to be determined whether

ErkB directly phosphorylates Hbx5 and the precise location

where this reaction occurs (Figure S10).

Analyzing how macropinocytosis is regulated during the

growth-to-development transition by Hbx5 and MybG provides

further insights into the signaling that governsmacropinocytosis.

First, Dictyostelium and mammalian cells seem to employ

opposing strategies when coping with nutrient stress. Similar

to starvation-induced downregulation of macropinocytosis, the

depletion of specific aa, such as arginine and lysine, results in

reduced macropinocytosis in Dictyostelium.31 In contrast,

depletion of aa, specifically glutamine, enhances macropinocy-

tosis in pancreatic tumor cells.21,22 These differencesmay reflect

divergent survival strategies that have evolved in different cell

types. In Dictyostelium, nutrient scarcity could trigger multicel-

lular development, a process that benefits from reduced macro-

pinocytosis. Conversely, mammalian cells, which lack this alter-

native route, may instead resort to increased macropinocytosis

for nutrient scavenging. Second, although the change in the

localization of the Hbx5-MybG complex plays a critical role in

the development-induced downregulation of macropinocytosis,

it does not seem to contribute to other conditions that lead to

reduced macropinocytosis. We have found that depleting argi-

nine and lysine from the growth medium, adding bacteria as a

nutrient source, or applying an agarose overlay, conditions

known to suppressmacropinocytosis,28,29,41 did not alter the nu-

clear localization of Hbx5 (Figures S9B–S9E). These observa-

tions suggest that the regulation of macropinocytosis involves

other prominent sensory and signaling pathways.
tios over time. Data are from at least three stimulation experiments; mean + SD;

ed cell lines at 6, 8, and 10 h of development. The plot in (E) shows data points

s (n represents the number of cells analyzed). The plot in (F) shows normalized

iments analyzed).

pulses applied at 6- or 12-min intervals. Cells were taken at the indicated time

aged by confocal microscopy.

cells in the absence or presence of cAMP pulses (blue boxes).

wn in HL5 (no starve) or developed for 6 h without or with cAMP pulses applied

e representative experiment; nR 40 for all conditions (n represents the number

n and SD; n = 3 (n represents the number of experiments analyzed).

that were developed without or with cAMP pulses applied at different intervals.

lyzed).

ay ANOVA in (J) and (K). Scale bars: 5 mm in (B), (D), (G), and (I). AUs, arbitrary
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In conclusion, our study provides fresh insights into the long-

standing question of how Dictyostelium cells regulate macropi-

nocytosis during growth and the transition to development.

Similar to Dictyostelium, other cell types need to modulate mac-

ropinocytic activity in response to changing environmental con-

ditions or for coordination with other cellular functions.20,43

Moreover, oscillations at different spatiotemporal scales are

increasingly being observed in biological systems and are often

associated with the control of gene expression.44 It will be of

great interest in future studies to investigate whether similar

mechanisms operate in other contexts to achieve coordinated

regulation of macropinocytic activity among populations of cell

or in response to repeated experience.

Limitations of the study
There remain unanswered questions regarding the function and

regulation of Hbx5 and MybG. The precise mechanism by which

Hbx5 and MybG form a complex to regulate transcription re-

mains to be solved. Future studies are needed to elucidate

how target genes of the Hbx5-MybG complex collectively con-

trol macropinocytosis and whether they function as conserved

elements in higher eukaryotic cells. The signaling pathway

responsible for transducing oscillatory cAMP signals to

control nucleocytoplasmic shuttling of the Hbx5-MybG complex

through protein phosphorylation and dephosphorylation has yet

to be determined. Furthermore, Hbx5 and MybG likely regulate

other cellular processes besides macropinocytosis, as evi-

denced by the fact that the DBD of Hbx5 is not required for the

regulation of macropinocytosis, only a fraction of MybG binds

and shuttles with Hbx5, and the deletion of hbx5 and mybG

have varying effects on multicellular development (Figures S1E

and S2F). Further investigations are necessary to determine

the other cellular functions regulated by Hbx5 and MybG and

how these activities coordinate with macropinocytosis.
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STAR+METHODS
KEY RESOURCES TABLE
REAGENT or RESOURCE SOURCE IDENTIFIER

Antibodies

Anti-GFP antibody Roche Cat# 11814460001; RRID: AB_390913

Anti-DsRed antibody TaKaRa Cat# 632496; RRID: AB_10013483

Anti-Phospho-Thr/Tyr antibody Cell Signaling Technology Cat# 9381; RRID: AB_330301

Anti-Phospho-p44/42 MAPK antibody Cell Signaling Technology Cat# 4370; RRID: AB_2315112

Anti-GFP antibody Abcam Cat# ab290; RRID: AB_303395

Bacterial and virus strains

E.coli strain XL1-Blue Peter Devreotes laboratory

(Johns Hopkins University, USA)

N/A

GST-GFP expressing E.coli strain Tu et al.34 N/A

Klebsiella aerogenes Peter Devreotes laboratory

(Johns Hopkins University, USA)

N/A

Chemicals, peptides, and recombinant proteins

T4 DNA Ligase NEB Cat# M0202V

G418 Thermo Fisher Scientific Cat# 10131035

Hygromycin B Thermo Fisher Scientific Cat# 10687010

Blasticidin S Sigma Cat# 3513-03-9

Adenosine 30,50-cyclic monophosphate

sodium salt monohydrate

Sigma Cat# A6885

Folic acid Sigma Cat# F7876

EDTA-free protease inhibitor cocktail Roche Cat# 11836170001

l-phosphatase NEB Cat# P0753S

Phosphatase buffer NEB Cat# P0753

Sodium orthovanadate NEB Cat# P0758L

Sodium Pyrophosphate Sigma Cat# 221368

Proteinase K Roche Cat# 3115879001

RNase A Merck Cat# RNASEA-RO

Formaldehyde NOVON Cat# SS2097

Glutaraldehyde Sigma Cat# G7651

Acti-Stain 555 Phalloidin Cytoskeleton Cat# PHDH1

Trizol Invitrogen Cat# 15596018

70 kDa TRITC-dextran Sigma Cat# T1162

70 kDa FITC-dextran Sigma Cat# 46945

DQ-BSA Invitrogen Cat# D-12050

Alexa 647-BSA Invitrogen Cat# A34785

pHrodo Red Invitrogen Cat# P36600

Critical commercial assays

Phusion High-Fidelity PCR Master Mix NEB Cat# M0532L

ECL� Direct Nucleic Acid Labeling And

Detection Systems

Cytiva Cat# RPN3001

gDNA Eraser TaKaRa Cat# RR047B

PrimeScript RT reagent kit TaKaRa Cat# RR047A

TB Green Fast qPCR Mix TaKaRa Cat# RR430A

TIANprep rapid mini plasmid kit TIANGEN Cat# DP05-02

(Continued on next page)
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REAGENT or RESOURCE SOURCE IDENTIFIER

Deposited data

ChIP-seq and RNA-seq analyses of Hbx5-

MybG target genes

This paper, Sequence Read Archive

database

PRJNA972516

Mass spectrometry analysis of Hbx5

immunoprecipitation

This paper, ProteomeXchange

Consortium

PXD046585

Experimental models: Cell lines

Dictyostelium discoideum AX2 cell line Robert Kay laboratory (MRC

Laboratory of Molecular Biology, UK)

DBS0235521

Dictyostelium discoideum crac� cell line Peter Devreotes laboratory (Johns

Hopkins University, USA)

N/A

Dictyostelium discoideum car1�3� cell line Peter Devreotes laboratory (Johns

Hopkins University, USA)

N/A

Dictyostelium discoideum erkB� cell line Jeffrey Hadwiger laboratory

(Oklahoma State University, USA)

N/A

Dictyostelium discoideum hbx5 REMI

mutant cell line

This paper N/A

Dictyostelium discoideum hbx5� cell line This paper N/A

Dictyostelium discoideum mybG� cell line This paper N/A

Dictyostelium discoideum hgsA�hgsB�

cell line

This paper N/A

Dictyostelium discoideum phaps� cell line This paper N/A

Dictyostelium discoideum pldY� cell line This paper N/A

Dictyostelium discoideum rasW/V/X/Y�

cell line

This paper N/A

Dictyostelium discoideum hbx5-GFP

knock-in cell line

This paper N/A

Dictyostelium discoideum mybG-GFP

knock-in cell line

This paper N/A

Oligonucleotides

Primers for RT-qPCR This paper Summarized in Table S3

Primers for generation of expression

constructs

This paper Summarized in Table S3

Primers for generation of knockout cells This paper Summarized in Table S3

Primers for generation of GFP knock-in cells This paper Summarized in Table S3

Recombinant DNA

pDM317 GFP-Hbx5 This paper N/A

pDM323 Hbx5-GFP This paper N/A

pBlueScript Hbx5DDBD This paper N/A

pDM323 Hbx5DDBD-GFP This paper N/A

pDM323 Hbx5N1-GFP This paper N/A

pDM317 GFP-Hbx5N2 This paper N/A

pDM317 GFP-Hbx5N3 This paper N/A

pDM323 Hbx5C1-GFP This paper N/A

pDM323 Hbx5C2-GFP This paper N/A

pDM323 Hbx5M-GFP This paper N/A

pDM323 Hbx5N2-NES-GFP This paper N/A

pDM304 NLS-GFP This paper N/A

pDM323 NLS-Hbx5N2-GFP This paper N/A

pDM323 NLS-Hbx5N3-GFP This paper N/A

pDM317 GFP-MybG This paper N/A

pDM323 MybG-GFP This paper N/A

(Continued on next page)
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Continued

REAGENT or RESOURCE SOURCE IDENTIFIER

pEASY MybGDDBD This paper N/A

pDM323 MybGDDBD-GFP This paper N/A

pDM323 MybGC1-GFP This paper N/A

pDM317 GFP-MybGN1 This paper N/A

pDM317 GFP-MybGN2 This paper N/A

pDM317 GFP-MybGN3 This paper N/A

pDM451 MybG-RFP This paper N/A

pDM451 MybGC1-RFP This paper N/A

pDM449 RFP-MybGN2 This paper N/A

pDM449 RFP-MybGN3 This paper N/A

pDM324 H2Bv3-RFP This paper N/A

pDM451 H2Bv3-RFP This paper N/A

pDM323 NLS-Hbx5-GFP This paper N/A

pDM323 23NLS-Hbx5-GFP This paper N/A

pB18 23NLS-Hbx5-GFP This paper N/A

pDM317 GFP-DydA This paper N/A

pDM449 RFP-DydA This paper N/A

pDM317 GFP-DDB_G0284825 This paper N/A

pDM451 MybG-NES-RFP This paper N/A

GFP-Rab5A Tu et al.34 N/A

GFP-Rab7A Tu et al.34 N/A

TAPP1-RFP Tu et al.34 N/A

GFP-23FYVE Tu et al.34 N/A

PHcrac-GFP Peter Devreotes laboratory (Johns

Hopkins University, USA)

N/A

LimEDcoil-GFP Peter Devreotes laboratory (Johns

Hopkins University, USA)

N/A

GFP-RBD Peter Devreotes laboratory (Johns

Hopkins University, USA)

N/A

Flamindo2 Masahiro Ueda laboratory (Osaka

University, Japan)

N/A

Software and algorithms

NIH ImageJ NIH Image https://imagej.net/ij/

Fiji ImageJ Open-source platform https://imagej.net/software/fiji/

Prism 9.0 GraphPad Software https://www.graphpad.com

ZEN ZEISS https://www.zeiss.com/

FlowJo Tree star software https://www.flowjo.com/

Ibidi chemotaxis tool software Ibidi https://ibidi.com/chemotaxis-analysis/171-

chemotaxis-and-migration-tool.html

Other

2-well coverslip chamber Thermo Fisher Scientific Cat# 154461PK

8-well coverslip chamber Thermo Fisher Scientific Cat# 154534PK

35 mm glass-bottom dish Corning Cat# 430165

HL5 medium Formedium Cat# HLF3

LoFlo medium Formedium Cat# LFG0501

SM Agar Formedium Cat# SMA0102

Anti-GFP affinity beads Smart Lifesciences Cat# SA070005

Anti-RFP affinity beads Smart Lifesciences Cat# SA072005

Protein G Dynabeads Invitrogen Cat# 10007D

SeaKem GTG agarose Lonza Cat# 50070
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RESOURCE AVAILABILITY

Lead contact
Further information and requests for resources and reagents should be directed to and will be fulfilled by the lead contact, Huaqing

Cai (huaqingcai@ibp.ac.cn).

Materials availability
All unique reagents and plasmids reported in this paper are available from the lead contact upon request.

Data and code availability
d The RNA-seq data and ChIP-seq data were deposited into the Sequence Read Archive database. The mass spectrometry pro-

teomics data were deposited to the ProteomeXchange Consortium. Accession numbers are listed in the key resources table.

d The code for analyzing the nucleocytoplasmic shuttling of the transcription factors and the temporal auto-correlation is avail-

able from the lead contact upon request.

d Any additional information required to reanalyze the data reported in this paper is available from the lead contact upon request.
EXPERIMENTAL MODEL AND STUDY PARTICIPANT DETAILS

Cell lines and cell culture
WT cells were derived from the Ax2 (Ka) axenic strain of Dictyostelium discoideum provided by Robert Kay laboratory (MRC Labo-

ratory ofMolecular Biology, UK). REMI screenwas performed as described previously.31 The hbx5REMImutant contains an insertion

of the Blasticidin S resistance (BSR) cassette at position 2,037 (numbered from the ATG translation start site) of the hbx5 genomic

locus. crac� and car1�3� cells were obtained from Peter Devreotes laboratory (Johns Hopkins University, USA). erkB� cells were

obtained from Jeffrey Hadwiger laboratory (Oklahoma State University, USA). All the other knockout cell lines were generated in

Ax2. Hbx5-GFP knock-in cell line was generated in Ax2.MybG-GFP knock-in cell lines were generated in Ax2 and hbx5�. Cells stably
expressing 23NLS-Hbx5-GFPwere selected after single cell expansion with bacteria. At least two independent cloneswere selected

for each knockout, knock-in, or stable cell line. Their phenotypes were compared, and results from one representative clone are

shown. Cells were routinely cultured in HL5 medium (Formedium) supplemented with antibiotics at 22�C. Cells carrying expression

constructs were maintained in HL5 containing G418 (10 to 20 mg/mL), Hygromycin (50 mg/mL), or Blasticidin S (10 mg/mL). Growth

and development on bacteria (Klebsiella aerogenes) lawn were performed as described previously.31

METHOD DETAILS

Plasmid construction
Plasmids and primers used in this study are listed in key resources table and Table S3. PHcrac-GFP, LimEDcoil-GFP, GFP-Rab5A,

GFP-Rab7A, TAPP1-RFP, GFP-23FYVE, GFP-RBD, and Flamindo2 were described previously.34,37,45–47 To make knockout con-

structs for gene deletion, 5’ and 3’ arms were PCR-amplified from genomic DNA and cloned upstream and downstream of a BSR

cassette or a Hygromycin resistance cassette,48 respectively. The resulting disruption cassette was PCR-amplified or digested

from the knockout construct and electroporated into cells. Gene disruption was confirmed by resistance to Blasticidin or Hygrom-

ycin, PCR, and Southern blot. Hbx5-GFP and MybG-GFP knock-in cells were generated by replacing the region of hbx5

between +5,483 and +6,034 and the region of mybG between +1,409 and +1,534 with a GFP-hygromycin cassette from

pDM1355,48 respectively. Knock-in clones were selected by resistance to hygromycin and confirmed by PCR and Western blot.

To generate constructs expressing GFP- or RFP-fused proteins, DNA fragments were PCR-amplified and cloned into Dictyoste-

lium expression vectors49 containing amultiple cloning site. To generate Hbx5DDBD-GFP andMybGDDBD-GFP, Hbx5 andMybGwere

first cloned into pBlueScript and pEASY, respectively. Hbx5 and MybG deleted of the DBD were then used as templates for PCR

amplification and the resulting DNA fragments were cloned into pDM323. To generate Hbx5N2-NES-GFP and MybG-NES-RFP,

reverse primers containing the NES sequence were used for PCR amplification. To generate NLS-GFP, NLS-Hbx5-GFP, NLS-

Hbx5N2-GFP, and NLS-Hbx5N3-GFP, forward primers containing an NLS sequence were used for PCR amplification. To generate

23NLS-Hbx5-GFP, NLS-Hbx5-GFP was used as the template for another round of PCR amplification to add the second NLS

sequence and the PCR product was cloned into pDM323 or pB18 expression vectors containing a multiple cloning site.

Imaging
All images were taken on a Zeiss 880 inverted microscope using a 63 3/1.4 oil-immersion objective or a 403/0.95 oil-immersion

objective at room temperature.

For experiments presented in Figures 1H, 2F, S3, S5A, S8A, and S8C–S8G, 105 cells were plated in 8-well coverslip chamber (Lab-

Tek, NalgenNunc) and allowed to adhere before imaging.

For experiments presented in Figures 5A, 6A, 6E, S5B, S6, S7A, and S8B, cells were plated in 2-well coverslip chamber at a density

of 23 106 cells/well and submerged in development buffer (DB; 5 mM Na2HPO4, 5 mM KH2PO4, 2 mMMg2SO4, 0.2 mM CaCl2, pH
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6.5). Time-lapse images were acquired when periodic movement of cells was observed during early development or when the cells

had entered the streaming stage.

For cAMP stimulation experiments presented in Figures 5E–5H, 6I, 6J, and 7B, cells were developed with cAMP pulses as

described previously.36 In brief, cells were washed with DB, starved in DB for 1 h at 23107 cells/mL, and then pulsed with

50-100 nM cAMP for 3-4 h. 450 mL of developed cells at a density of 23 105 cells/mL were plated in 8-well cover slip chamber. Cells

were allowed to adhere. 50 mL of 10 mMcAMPwas added for stimulation. For the removal of cAMP, the stimulus was applied for 5min

for the nuclear-to-cytoplasmic translocation to complete, and imaging was then started when the stimulus was replaced with DB.

For folic acid stimulation experiment presented in Figure S7C, 105 vegetative cells were plated in 8-well coverslip chamber. After

the cells settled, HL5 was replaced with DB for about 30 min. Folic acid of 500 mM was then added for stimulation.

For experiments presented in Figures 7G and S9A, crac– cells expressing Hbx5-GFP were starved in DB for 2 h at 23107 cells/mL,

and then pulsed with 50 nM cAMP applied at different intervals for 4 h. Cells were collected before or at different time points after the

addition of one pulse of cAMP (50 nM) and fixed immediately in KK2 (6.5 mMKH2PO4, 3.8 mM K2HPO4, pH 6.2) containing 2% form-

aldehyde and 0.8% glutaraldehyde. Fixed cells were plated on chambered cover slip. Images were acquired after cells attached. For

experiments presented in Figures 5J, S7F, and S7G, WT cells expressing Hbx5-GFP or Hbx5M-GFP were starved in DB for 1 h at 23

107 cells/mL, and then pulsed with 50-100 nM cAMP applied at 6-min intervals for 2 h. The cells were then stimulated with cAMP at

6-min or 3-min intervals. After 18 min, cells were collected before or at different time points after the addition of one pulse of cAMP,

fixed, and imaged as described above.

Macropinocytosis assay
For experiments presented in Figures 1A, 1J, 2B, 2J, 3B, 3E, 4C, 4G, and S1A, cells were incubated in HL5 medium containing

0.5 mg/mL TD (Sigma) for 30-60 min.

For experiments presented in Figures 7D–7F, WT cells expressing Hbx5-GFP or 23NLS-Hbx5-GFP were seeded in 8-well cover

slip chamber at 3 3 105 cells/well in DB. At 0, 6, 8, and 10 h, cells were incubated with 0.5 mg/mL TD for 30 min. For experiments

presented in Figures 7I–7K, crac– cells were used to measure macropinocytic activity. For the "no starve" and "no pulse" conditions,

the cells were incubated in HL5 and DB, respectively. For the other conditions, the cells were starved in DB for 2 h at 23107 cells/mL,

and then pulsed with 50 nM cAMP applied at different intervals for 6 h. After these treatments, cells were incubated in DB containing

0.5 mg/mL TD for 30 min. To quantify TD uptake, the medial optical section of cell was imaged.

Macropinocytosis dynamics was recorded in cells expressing PHcrac-GFP by time-lapse imaging. The rate of macropinocytosis

was quantified by tracking the number of membrane ruffles or enclosed macropinosomes formed in 5 min. Macropinosome size was

determined by measuring the area of newly formed macropinosomes immediately after ruffle closure with the freehand line tool in

ImageJ.

Fluorimetric analysis of macropinocytosis was performed as described previously.31 In brief, cells shaken at a density of 53106/mL

in growth medium were incubated with 1 mg/mL TD. Aliquots of 300 mL of cells were taken at each time point and mixed briefly with

Trypan Blue solution on ice. Cells were washed oncewith 1mL ice-cold Sörensen buffer and resuspended in 0.5mL Sörensen buffer.

Fluorescence was measured using a Tecan Spark fluorescence spectrophotometer (544-nm excitation and 574-nm emission). Ob-

tained values were normalized to protein content.

Flow cytometry analysis of macropinocytosis was performed as described previously.34 In brief, 2-33106 cells seeded in 6-well

plate were incubated in HL5 supplemented with 0.5 mg/mL TD for 30 min. After incubation, cells were washed with ice-cold KK2

buffer containing 10 mM EDTA and resuspended in KK2 containing 5 mM sodium azide. The total fluorescence intensity per cell

was determined by a BD Biosciences Influx flow cytometer and data were analyzed by FlowJo_v10.8.1.

To measure degradation along the macropinocytic pathway, cells were incubated in HL5 medium containing 20 mg/mL DQ-BSA

(Invitrogen) and 100 mg/mL Alexa 647-BSA (Invitrogen) for 60min. Fluorescence intensity was quantified by ImageJ (NIH) and normal-

ized to cell area.

For experiments presented in Figures S9B and S9C, cells were grown in HL5medium or suspensions of Klebsiella aerogenes at an

optical density (OD600) of 2.0 in SorMC buffer (15 mMKH2PO4, 2 mMNa2HPO4, 50 mMMgCl2, 50 mMCaCl2, pH 6.0). Cells were incu-

bated with 0.5 mg/mL TD for 60 min before imaging. For experiments presented in Figures S9D and S9E, 53105 cells were seeded in

35 mm glass-bottom dish in HL5 medium containing 0.5 mg/mL TD. The cells were overlaid with a thin sheet of agarose (0.5%

SeaKem GTG agarose dissolved in LoFlo medium containing 0.5 mg/mL TD). The cells were allowed to internalize TD for 60 min

before imaging.

Phagocytosis assay
For labelling of Klebsiella aerogenes, the bacteria were cultured in HL5 medium at a starting OD600 of 0.1. The bacteria were har-

vested at OD600 of 0.6, washed twice with phosphate-buffered saline (PBS), and incubated with 1 mM pHrodo Red (Invitrogen) in

PBS at 13109/mL. After a 15 min incubation at room temperature, the labeled bacteria were washed with PBS and resuspended

in PBS at 13109/mL. For flow cytometry analysis, 5 mL of cells were shaken at a density of 23106/mL in Sörensen buffer (15 mM

KH2PO4, 2 mMNa2HPO4, pH 6.0) containing 120 mM sorbitol for 15 min. Then, the cells were incubated with 53108 labeled bacteria

for 30min. The cells were then washed with ice-cold Sörensen buffer containing 5mM sodium azide and resuspended in basic buffer

(50 mM Tris-HCl, 150 mM NaCl, pH 8.8). The total fluorescence intensity per cell was determined by a BD Biosciences Influx flow

cytometer, and the data were analyzed using FlowJo_v10.8.1.
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The bacteria killing assay was performed as described previously.34 In brief, GFP-expressing bacteria were resuspended in HL5

medium to a concentration 23108/mL. Next, 10 mL of the bacteria culture in 400 mL of HL5 medium was added into 8-well coverslip

chamber before the addition of 105 cells. Images were acquired every 14 s for a total of 100 frames.

Motility assay
Random motility assay was performed as described previously.46 In brief, vegetative cells were seeded in HL5 medium and allowed

to adhere for 4 h. Before imaging, themediumwas replacedwith fresh HL5medium. Imageswere acquiredwith phase illumination on

a Zeiss 880 inverted microscope equipped with a 103/0.45 objective.

Immunoprecipitation assay and mass spectrometry analysis
To identify proteins that interact specifically with Hbx5, cells expressing NLS-GFP, NLS-Hbx5N3-GFP, or NLS-Hbx5N2-GFP were

lysed by ice-cold lysis buffer [20 mM Hepes (pH 7.2), 50 mM NaCl, 0.5% NP40, 50 mM NaF, 25 mM sodium pyrophosphate,

2 mM Na3VO4, 5% glycerol and complete EDTA-free protease inhibitor cocktail (Roche)] and incubated for 5 min on ice. Lysates

were centrifuged at 22,0003 g for 10 min at 4�C. The supernatants were incubated with anti-GFP affinity beads (Smart Lifesciences)

for 1 h at 4�C. Beads were washed four times with lysis buffer. Samples were eluted with SDS loading buffer and subjected to SDS-

PAGE. Each gel lane was divided into 4 slices and subjected to in-gel trypsin digestion andmass spectrometry analysis as described

before.45

For co-IP experiments presented in Figures 2A, 3D, and 3G, cells were lysed as above. The supernatants were incubated with anti-

GFP affinity beads or anti-RFP affinity beads (Smart Lifesciences) for 1.5 h at 4�C. Beads were washed four times with lysis buffer.

Samples were eluted with SDS loading buffer and subjected to SDS-PAGE. Western blotting was carried out as described before.50

Anti-GFP antibody (WB, 1:5000) was purchased from Roche. Anti-DsRed antibody (WB, 1:1000), which was used to detect RFP-

fusion proteins, was purchased from TaKaRa.

Immunoblotting
For experiments presented in Figure 5K, cells developedwith cAMPpulses for 4 hwerewashedwith cold DB, resuspended in DB to a

density of 23 107 cells/mL, and kept on ice before stimulation. Cells were stimulated at room temperature with the addition of cAMP

with a final concentration of 1 mM, lysed with 33 sample buffer, and boiled for 5 min.

For l-phosphatase treatment, WT cells expressing Hbx5M-GFP were collected before and after cAMP stimulation, lysed at a den-

sity of 2 3 107 cells/mL by adding equal volume of 2 3 lysis buffer [20 mM sodium phosphate (pH 7.2), 100 mM NaCl, 1% (vol/vol)

Nonidet P-40, 100mMNaF, 50mM sodium pyrophosphate, 4mMNa3VO4, 23 complete EDTA-free protease inhibitor cocktail], and

incubated on ice for 5 min. Lysates were centrifuged at 22,000 3 g for 5 min. 600 mL of supernatant was incubated with 10 mL anti-

GFP affinity beads at 4�C for 2 h. Following washes with buffer [10 mM sodium phosphate (pH 7.2), 50 mMNaCl, 0.5%Nonidet P-40,

13 complete EDTA-free protease inhibitor cocktail], the beads were washed with and resuspended in 20 mL phosphatase buffer

(NEB). Reaction was initiated by the addition of 0.5 mL l-protein phosphatase (NEB), allowed to proceed for 20 min at 30�C, and
stopped by the addition of 15 mL 33 sample buffer.

For experiments presented in Figure 5M, cells developed in suspension with cAMP pulses for 4 h were collected before or at

different time points after the addition of pulses of cAMP, lysed with 33 sample buffer, and boiled for 5 min.

For experiment presented in Figure S7E, growth stage cells were washed once with DB and resuspended in DB at a density of 23

107 cells/mL. The cells were incubated in DB for 30 min before stimulating with 1 mM folic acid. Samples were collected at different

time points, lysed with 33 sample buffer, and boiled for 5 min.

To resolve the mobility shift of Hbx5M-GFP, proteins were separated on 8 % Tris$HCl polyacrylamide gels. Anti-Phospho-

Threonine/Tyrosine antibody (WB, 1:1000) was purchased from Cell Signaling Technology. Anti-Phospho-p44/42 MAPK antibody

(WB, 1:1000) from Cell Signaling Technology was used to detect phosphorylation of the ErkB kinase.

Phalloidin staining
For microscopy imaging, cells were plated in coverslip chamber and allowed to adhere. Cells were fixed for 8 min at room temper-

ature with 2% paraformaldehyde and 0.4% glutaraldehyde in KK2, permeabilized for 8 min with the addition of 0.2% TX-100,

quenched in PBS containing 20 mM glycine, and washed with KK2. Cells were then stained with 14 mM Acti-stain 555 phalloidin

at room temperature in the dark for 30 min. Extra phalloidin was washed away before imaging. For flow cytometry analysis, cells

were resuspended in KK2 at 2 3 106/mL, and then fixed and stained following the aforementioned procedures. Subsequently, cells

were washed and resuspended in KK2 prior to analysis. The total fluorescence intensity per cell was determined by a BDBiosciences

Influx flow cytometer, and the data were analyzed using FlowJo_v10.8.1.

RT-qPCR
For experiments presented in Figure 7L, crac– cells were starved in DB for 2 h at 23107 cells/mL, and then pulsed with 50 nM cAMP

applied at different intervals for 2 h. Total RNA was extracted from cells using Trizol (Ambion) and reverse-transcribed using the

PrimeScript RT reagent kit with gDNA Eraser (Takara). Quantitative real-time PCR was performed using SYBR Green PCR Master

Mix (TaKaRa) and CFX96 Real-Time System (Bio-Rad). Ig7 was used as a reference gene. Primers used for RT-qPCR are listed in

Table S3. For experiments presented in Figure S4D, total RNA was extracted from cells grown in HL5 medium.
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Whole-transcriptome RNA-Seq
RNA samples were collected from growth stage WT, hbx5–, and mybG– cells and sent to Berry Genomics (Beijing, China) for

sequencing. Quality control was conducted using fastQC.51 Trim Galore (https://www.bioinformatics.babraham.ac.uk/projects/

trim_galore/) was used to trim adaptors with the default parameters, and retain reads that longer than 100 bases. The clean reads

were mapped to the reference genome (GCA_000004695.1) using Bowtie2.52 Transcript quantification was processed by String-

Tie.53 DEseq254 was implemented to identify differentially expressed genes using a fold change cutoff of 1.5 against AX2. The false

discovery rate (FDR) method was used for correcting multiple comparisons and a FDR cutoff of 0.05 was applied. Hbx5 and MybG

co-regulated target candidates were identified among differentially expressed genes based on the co-upregulated or co-downregu-

lated genes using in-house Perl scripts. GO analysis was carried out using the plugin of BiNGO in Cytoscape.55

ChIP-seq
Chromatin immunoprecipitation (ChIP) experiment was performed as described previously42 with minor modifications. WT cells ex-

pressingMybG-GFP or GFP were harvested at 53 107/mL and incubated with 1% paraformaldehyde in KK2 at room temperature to

crosslink. After 5 min, glycine was added to terminate the crosslinking reaction. After washing with KK2, cells were resuspended in

buffer [40 mM Tris-HCl (pH 7.8), 6 mMMgCl2, 40 mM KCl, 0.1 mM EDTA, 5 mM dithiothreitol, 1.5% Sucrose, 0.4% Nonidet P-40] on

ice for 10 min. Samples were centrifuged at 4�C. The pellet was then resuspended in ice-cold lysis buffer [50 mM Tris-HCl (pH 8.0),

150mMNaCl, 2 mMEDTA, 1% Triton X-100, 0.05%SDS, complete EDTA-free protease inhibitor cocktail]. Chromatin samples were

sheared to 100–300 bp fragments using the Bioruptor sonication device (20 cycles of 30 sec ON/30 sec OFF). After a brief centrifu-

gation, the nuclear extracts were incubated on ice for 30 min and centrifuged again at 22,0003 g for 15 min. The supernatants were

pre-cleared using protein G Dynabeads (Invitrogen) at 4�C for 1 h. The pre-cleared supernatants were then incubated with 25 mL pro-

tein G Dynabeads with (2.4 mg) or without anti-GFP antibodies (abcam) at 4�C overnight. The beads were washed sequentially with

lysis buffer, high-salt buffer, LiCl-wash buffer, and TE buffer, and eluted with 100 mL elution buffer twice at 65�C for 15 min. The com-

bined eluates were incubated at 65�C overnight to reverse crosslinking. 240 mL TE buffer, proteinase K (final 500 mg/mL), and RNase

(10 mg/mL) were added and the samples were incubated at 37�C for 1-2 h. The ChIP DNA was extracted once with phenol/chloro-

form, once with chloroform, and then precipitated with ethanol and glycogen. After air-dry, the DNA pellet was resuspended in 30 ml

TE buffer. Sequencing was performed by Jiayin Biotechnology (Shanghai, China).

The rawdata was checked using TrimGalore to remove remaining adaptors. The clean data weremapped to the reference genome

(GCA_000004695.1) using Bowtie252 allowing no more than one mismatch, and only the best-mapped site for each read was re-

tained. Samples with a lowmapping rate (<50%) were discarded. The binding peaks were called using MACS256 with default param-

eters except the FDR as 0.01. Fold of enrichment was calculated between MybG-GFP and GFP input with 2 as cutoff.

QUANTIFICATION AND STATISTICAL ANALYSIS

Quantification
To quantitate the period of nucleocytoplasmic shuttling of Hbx5 and MybG as presented in Figures 5B, 6B, 6F, S6A, S6B, S6D, and

S6G, a user-developedMATLAB script was employed to extract themean nuclear intensity of GFP and RFP. To this end, the channel

of GFP and RFP signals were separated into two different movies. For each frame of movies, the image was converted to a gray one

by the MATLAB built-in function rgb2gray. The magnitude of the gray image matrix denotes the intensity of signal. We then extracted

the nuclear domain from the gray image. The MATLAB built-in function Im2bw was employed to convert gray images to binary func-

tions. Some morphological operations were implemented in MATLAB and the nuclear domain was labeled. Next, in each nuclear

domain, the average intensity of signals was calculated, through which the time sequence of the intensity of GFP and RFP of

each nucleus was acquired. At time t, ratio between GFP and RFP was calculated by

IG=RðtÞ =
IGFPðtÞ
IRFPðtÞ ;

where IGFPðtÞ and IRFPðtÞ represent the mean intensity of GFP and RFP of all nuclear domains per frame, respectively.

To quantify the speed of cell movement, videos were analyzed using the mTrackJ plug-in. Cells moved out of the imaging field

during the video were excluded from the analysis. The average speed was plotted against time.

The temporal auto-correlation function is formulated by

acfðdtÞ =
1

N

X

t

ðIðtÞ � mÞ$ðIðt+dtÞ � mÞ
s2

;

where IðtÞ denotes either the intensity of nuclear GFP/RFP or the magnitude of cell speed. m and s are the average and standard de-

viation of IðtÞ over all time sequences. N is the number of time samples and summation is implemented over all time samples.

To quantify migration parameters, including accumulated distance, Euclidean distance, and velocity, cells were tracked using the

manual tracking plugin of Fiji ImageJ and analyzed using Ibidi chemotaxis tool software.
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Statistical analysis
Statistical analysis was performed using GraphPad Prism 9.0. Statistical significance was determined by one-way ANOVA with Dun-

nett post-test or two-tailed unpaired t test with Welch’s correction. In all figures, *** indicates p < 0.001, ** p < 0.01, * p < 0.05, and ns

not significant. The statistical details for every experiment (number of replicates, nature of statistical tests, and meaning of symbols

used to show significance) are mentioned in the figure legends.
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